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INTRODUCTION

The Katsura Detached Palace and the Toshogu at
Nikko could not be more different. Katsura, a retrear outside
Kyoto constructed in the early seventeenth century, was built for
Prince Hachijo Toshihito, the younger brother of Emperor
Goyozei; built in the shoin and sukiya styles, materials are used
plainly and left unpainted; ornament and color are kept to a
minimum.' By contrast, the Toshogu, built between I616 and
1617 to enshrine Tokugawa Ieyasu and reconstructed between
1634 and 1636 by the third Shogun, Tokugawa Iemitsu, is an
ornamental orgy: there are a total of 5,173 distinct carvings and
surfaces are a riot of color.'
Yet these two buildings share a place in time and some
of the best artisans ofthe day are known to have worked on both.
The supervisor of painting at the Toshogu, Kano Tan'yu, for
example, is known to have painted the Katsuradanain Katsura's
New Shoin.' Furthermore, these complexesare both products of
the technological advances that occurred in construction during
the immediately preceding Momoyama Era, particularly the use
of ratios and proportions to determine construction dimensions
(kiwarijutsu) and the shift from simple plans to large-scale
drawings, including elevations and detaik4 These advances led
to a period of experimentation and created opportunities for
greater control of siting and the possibility of developing a
unified design, clearly evidenced in both Katsura and the
Toshogu.
It has been suggested that differences in supervision
may account for the stylistic approaches ofrhe two architectural
groupings: Katsura is assumed to have been closely supervised by
Prince Toshihito himself, while the supervisors at Nikko were
builders who rose through the emerging Tokugawa bureaucracy. According to this line of reasoning, the excesses of the
Toshogu are a result only ofthe desire ofartisans to display their
prowess, while Katsura reflects the refinement of the educated
c l a s s e ~ However,
.~
the location of decoration and the significance of ornament would reinforce the theory that the development and level offinish of both Katsura Rikyu and the Toshogu
were deliberate, and were not determined by the builders alone.
ORNAMENT

Specifics regarding the design and consrrucrion of
Katsura remain controversial; although generally credited to
Prince Toshihito and his son, Prince Hachijo Toshitada, it has
also been at least partially credited to the warrior Toyotomi
Hideyoshi, with whom Prince Toshihito had a relationship by
adoption, and to Kobori Enshyu, a noted garden designer and

tea master. Robert Treat Paine and Alexander Soper dated it to
the Momoyama period, which is generally agreed to have ended
around 16 17,while others date the earliest construction to about
1616, under the supervision ofprince Toshihito, with construction continuing through 1655, supervised by Prince Toshitada.
The recent two-volume encyclopedia published by Kodansha
dates the original Old Shoin and some small structures to
between 1620 and 1625 and remainingconstruction to between
1641 and 1662, again splitting credit for supervision between
the two princes.Wther recent scholarship roughly shares this
dating and sequence.
At Katsura, ornament is minimal and limited; instead,
materials are used decoratively to achieve a rich effect. Although
the paulownia and the chrysanthemum, both signifying Prince
Toshihito's position as amember ofthe Imperial family, are used
as surface patterns, there are few other ornamental motifs.
Furthermore, in the ornament that exists, the references used are
unusual; rather than following Japanese conventions and referring to authority, longevity, and fortune through well-established symbols such as the peony, crane, and turtle, ornaments
make modest references to the daily lives ofpeasants and include
oars, a woman's hat, a broken pine needle (perhaps signifying
loss of fortune), and birds and plants considered common (the
hen and the narcissus). The architecture of Katsura referred
instead, in both ornament and in surface paintings (which were
also limited) to traditions in literature and philosophy. This was
in keepingwith the kugeshohatto, the restrictions theshogun had
placedon the Imperial Household around 1613, enjoining them
to confine themselves to areas ofscholarship and the arts (rather
than politics or war). The use of some of these unpretentious
symbols, though, is not wholly without reference to the larger
political world; while the paulownia and chrysanthemum are
also found at the Toshogu, it is notable that the wisteria, or fuji,
linked with the court in general and particularly with the
powerful Fujiwara family, is used at Katsura but is not among the
5 1 varieties of plants seen at the Toshogu at Nikko.
In contrast to the simplicity of Katsura, ornament at
Nikko is extensive and hierarchically organized, growing thicker
as one moves deeper into the complex.' T h e number ofcarvings
on the three gates one passes through when approaching the
main shrine increases with proximity to the inner sanctum: the
outer gate has 82 carvings; the Yomei-mon, 508; and the Karamon, 61 1. These three locations, alongwith the Inner and Outer
Shrines, account for most of the carvings ofsacred animals and
all of the carvings of human beings (found only in the Yomeimon and the Kara-mon), reinforcing the significance of the
Inner Shrine.' The Yomei-mon has forty-two carvings ofpeople,
engaged in a variety ofactivities: adults are found reading law or
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Figure 2: Carvings at t h e Toshop

playing the koto, while children are seen ar play. (It is possible
char rhe representarions of children are intended to underscore
,I return to peace for Japan, afrer an extended period of civil
strife.) The tiara-mon, which lies closer to rhe heart of the
complex, has only six human figures. They are generally understood to represent Confucian myrhs and to underscore the
importance which rhe Shogunate placed o n Confucian values,
particularly loyalty and an acceprance of rhe role in life which
one was given. A rhird ser of figures, however, celestial maidens,
are found onlyon the tiara-man, the Outer Shrine, and the Inner
Shrine, reinforcing the parricularly sacred character of these
areas.
Ornamenr is also particularly concentrated on the
fronr elevarions of srrucrures, relaring ir more closely ro the
processional nature of rhe shrine." The fronr of rhe Yomei-mon
is the only part of the inner precinct ofrhe shrine rhat would be
seen by retainers and housemen of lower rank who came to the
compound wirh daimyo, as one's abiliry ro penerrate deeply into
the con~plexwas once related to status, as it srill is today at Ise
Jingu. The significance of decorarion at chis gate is reinforced by
its siring; it srands at- the top o f a stair, so char when one looks up
ar the shrine, the full inlpacr of the ornament is appreciated ar
once.

T h e sire most useful in makicg my point briefly,
though, is the ornament- in rhe paired Shogunal Chamber and
CloisreredPrince's Chamberofrhe Worship Hall ofrheToshogu,
where carving is the mosr intricare and mosr complex. Notably,
in this area painted surfaces are minimal and unfinished tropical
woods wrap each of rhese rooms. T h e unfinished character of
these woods seems robe related ro rhe facr [hat they are imported
and are of grear value. (The same woods, incidenraliy, are also
used in the Katsuradana ar Karsura, often considered one of the
mosr important spaces in thac building). These woods inciude
berel palm, Chinese quince, rosewood, ironwood, sappanwood,
black persimmon, and ebony." T h e Shogunal Chamber is
decorared with carvings of hollyhocks and of phoenixes in
paulownia trees; the leaves ofrhe former made up the crest ofthe
Tokugawa family, while the latter was thought- ro s i g n i b the
birth of a wise and virtuous emperor.'' The Prince's Chamber
incorporates rhe flower of [he Imperial Family cresr, rhe i6petalled chrysanthemum. However, additional motih are rhe
few hawks exisrent in the complex-most commonly identified
wirh warriors, and a favorite of Tokugawa leyasu-amcking a
rabbit. T o my knowledge this is also che only violent relationship
depicted between carved animals; the Toshogu is more noted for
harmonious images of animals not normri!ly seen ar rest to-
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Tabk I : The shtftf;om human to celestialjpres relates to the hierarchical ranking ofthe location

gether, such as a cat and a bird, thus suggesting a desire for
national peace. Interestingly enough, the value each these rooms
holds in the politics of the shrine is reinforced today in their
current use. The Shogun's Chamber is pristine and exhibited to
tourists as an important part ofthe Outer Shrine, while a jumble
of trinkets intended for sale are stored in the Prince's Chamber.
A comparison of the types of motifs at the shrine
complex yields other relevant observations: the most common
flower, for example, is the peony, a symbol of authority and a
reference to China, the formerseat of learning and technological
prowess. The only insect shown is the butterfly, a symbol of
rebirth, eschewing even the dragonfly, which was generally
identified with warriors because it resembled a knot often used
in battle garments. (The cherry, also identified with samurai, is
found only 14 times.) O n the other hand, there is an astonishing
variety of birds (47 different types), thought to be the carriers of
spirits, and a variety of animals rhought ro signify a peaceful
realm. O n e mythical beast added a cautionary note. The baku
was said to eat iron and copper in times of war; it was found
occurring 78 times in several key locations, but over 213 ofall the
baku carved are found in the Inner Shrine.
The choice ofthese motifs cannot have been other than
deliberate and would certainly not have been determined by
craftspeople working for both the Shogun and the Imperial
Household, especially in light of the threatening nature of the
carvings in the Prince's Chamber. However, that is just what
some scholars have suggested, rejecting as simplistic the argument that the difference in the styles of these two complexes is
related to the fact that they playedvery differentsymbolic roles.''
Yet the complex at the Toshogu clearly reflected the continuing
conflicts between the Shogunate and the Imperial Household,
while Katsura had no such purpose. Most notable in this regard
is the fact thar the reconstructions of the Toshogu began
immediately following Tokugawa Iemitsu's final pilgrimage to
Kyoto to demonstrate his allegiance to the Emperor in 1634.
From 1634 to 1647, there were no pilgrimages and from 1647,
the Shogun was able to demand thar the pilgrimages switch:
rather than the Shogun traveling to Kyoto to show his allegiance,
the Emperor was required to regularly travel to Nikko for a
religious pilgrimage, worshipping thesanctified Tokugawa Ieyasu.
This surely reinforces the importance ofthe Toshogu as a public
statement of the relationship between the Emperor and the
Shogunate.

Fiprre 3: Plan of the Toshogzr

MATERIAL

It is not only the representational features of the
Toshogu's ornament which offer insights into the role of each
complex, but also the use of materials. T h e most significant
ornament in each is made of metal. (The use of imported woods
at key locations is also notable and has already been briefly
discussed.) At Katsura, this use of metal is limited to door pulls,
nail covers, and the like, but little other ornament exists, drawing

Figure 4: Phn of the lnner Shrine, showing Prrncei and Shogun's chambers.
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bronze lanterns and other metal ornaments from the Dutch were
required as fealty." Thus, the use of gold, silver, copper, and
bronze as finishes throughout the complex at Nikko would have
been remarkable. The political implications of these materials.
especially as !gifts from European powers, would not have been
lost on observers of the time. It signified not only a shift, from
the export of metals to Europe and the absorption of Chinese
technologies to gifts oftribute from the Dutch and technological
independence from China. The extravagant use of metals also
demonstrated the ability of the Shogunate to squander its
resources. Tokugawa Ieyasu, along with Oda Nobunaga and
Toyotomi Hideyoshi, is credited with uniting the fractious
country afcer a long period of turmoil. During the years of civil
strife, expenditures on religious institutions were limited, with
capital accumulation primarily related to military power. By
concentrating both resources and labor on the 1634 reconstruction of the Toshogu-it is generally estimated that four-and-ahalf million person-days of labor were required-Tokugawa
Iemitsu signaled his firm grasp on the country and his relative
disregard for defensive prepararions.I8

-

CONCLUSION

Compare Katura andNikko, then you can distinguish clearly what
is pure lapanex and what is notlapanese. This comparison is so
striking that it offers the student of Japanese architecture an ideal
contrast. l 9

F z p r e 5. Worshzp Hall at the Recessed Shrine of the Toshogu

the eye to these points. At Nikko, particularly at the Recessed
Shrine where Tokugawa Ieyasu is entombed, there are no
riotously colored carvings.' Instead, the most sacred part of the
shrine is dark and somber, finished in well-weathered bronze
and copper. Contemporary visitors frequently overlook the
unusual use of plate metals in this part of the complex, since
large-scale metal-finished panels are certainly not out of the
ordinary today. They may, though, note the extreme use of gold
and gold-leaf below. Prior to the Toshugu's construction these
materials were usedonly sparingly in Japanese architecture; their
inclusion here was clearly intended to underscore political
changes.
New technologies, imported from China and Europe,
stimulated the recovery of precious metals in the mid sixteenth
century and greater access to resources has led to the sixteenth to
the eighteenth centuries being called Japan's "age of silver and
gold."'4 These metals, along with copper, were heavily exported;
in the 1580s ships from Portugal alone removed 20,000 kilo~ at the beginning of the sevengrams of silver a n n ~ a l l y . 'But
teenth century, Tokugawa Ieyasu called for a reduction of
imports. Robert LeRoy Innes, in an extensive analysis of trade in
metals and its effect on the Japanese, says, " ... [Tokugawa]
Ieyasu's last testament praised Japan's gold and silver as superior
to that of all other nations [sic] and stressed that the nation's
treasure should be hoarded forever after."'Nor only was there
a reluctance to export (although exports did, in fact, continue to
be considerable until the end of the seventeenth century), but

The argument that the Toshogu was "not Japanese" is
based o n an understanding of Japanese architecture as being
simple in its form and use of materials. This interpretation is one
which emerged in the early twentieth century, around the time
of the rediscovery of Katsura, and was closely tied to international trends and international interpretations ofJapanese architecture. Today, the Toshogu is being redeemed as offering
important iconography.
The shrine at Nikko was intended to overawe and to
be deliberately extravagant, while the architecture represented
by Katsura had a far more limited public role, but to see only the
austeriry of Katsura as Japanese is grossly oversimplified. The
symbolic role of the shrine, particularly as a device which
demonstrated the power of the Shogun over the Emperor, was
nor called for at any other point in Japan's history than the Edo
period, because the reversal of political hierarchies did not exist.
Similarly, the manner in which the Tokugawa bureaucracy used
high taxes and large public expenditures to prevent rearmament
was also unique in Japan's history. It is for these reasons chat the
Toshogu is unusual, but clearly it is an expression ofthe time and
of national interests. Both the Toshogu and Katsura are architectural manifestations of asingular point in the development of
the country and it is two facets of the culture which they
represent, not degrees of "Japaneseness."
The twentieth-centuryrejection ofthe shrine at Nikko
has prevented architects from looking closely at a provocative
complex. It is no longer among the landmarks deemed a
necessary part of the foreigner's visit or the young architect's
education. As Westerners, there is evidence that we have overlooked the significance ofthe Toshogu's ornaments before-the
Dutch gifis to the Shogun were all ornamented with an inverted
form ofthe Tokugawacrest-but today a renewed interest in the
symbolic value of representational forms may lead to better
understanding of their uses in Japan.

Q)
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